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Problem Statement

• Scientific applications generates massive amount of multi-dimensional arrays
• Read performance is crucial for application execution and data post-processing
• Existing data layouts produces imbalanced read performance for common access patterns of post-processing due to:
  - Inefficiency to alleviate the dimension dependency for common access patterns
  - Poor data concurrency on large-scale storage systems

OUR GOAL - A new data layout provides GOOD and BALANCED read performance for scientific data post-processing.

Performance Evaluation

• Planar Readers - balanced and improved performance, maximum of 66 times speedup
• 4,096 writers, up to 512 readers
• Peak performance comparison among Logically Contiguous (LC), Chunking (ORG), and our new data organization (NEW)

Optimized Chunking

• Goal: mathematically find the Optimized Chunk Size (OCS) that gives the balance between the overhead of seek/read operations and redundant data retrieval.

System-Aware Data Organization

• TWO level of data reorganization:
  - Intra-chunk level: Constructing data chunks into OCS
  - Chunk level: Reorganize data chunks using Space Filling Curve
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